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Let m be a fixed positive integer. We consider HermitePade approximants to the
exponential function
R(z)= :
m
p=0
Ap(z) e pz=O(zmn+n&1),
where the degree of the polynomials Ap , 0 pm, is less than n. As n  , exact
asymptotics for the Ap ’s and the remainder term R, along with an upper bound on
the zeros of the polynomials Ap , are given. These asymptotics show that shifted
HermitePade approximants asymptotically minimize exponential polynomials of
the above form on a disk [ |z|\], provided \ does not exceed ?m. These results
generalize some of those obtained by Borwein (Const. Approx. 2 (1986), 291302)
on quadratic HermitePade approximants.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
According to Mahler [12], there are two types of HermitePade
approximants. One of these types (the so-called German type or type II)
consists of simultaneous rational approximants to a vector of functions.
Considering such approximants to a vector of exponents of e, Hermite [9]
proved in 1873 the transcendence of e. Ten years later, he introduced a
second type of approximants (so-called Latin type or type I). For the vec-
tor of functions (1, ez, ..., emz), these approximants consist of a set of poly-
nomials A0 , ..., Am , not all identically zero, of degree less than n such that
R(z) := :
m
p=0
Ap(z) e pz=O(zmn+n&1). (1.1)
Mahler [10] showed that they could also be used to prove the trans-
cendence of e. These two types of HermitePade approximants, explicitly
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constructed for various classes of functions, have many applications, in
particular in number theory, where they provide measures of irrationality
and transcendence proofs [11, 6]. The formal theory of HermitePade
approximants, initiated by Mahler [10], has been studied by many authors
(see [2] for a bibliography).
If m=1 in (1.1) then we recover classical Pade approximation. The
exponential function is one of the few examples where convergence results
are known. This is Pade ’s theorem asserting that the polynomials A0 and
A1 , normalized so that A1(0)=1, satisfy
A0(z)  &ez2, A1(z)  e&z2 as n  ,
locally uniformly in C. By means of explicit formulas, Borwein [4] estab-
lished, among other results, a version for quadratic HermitePade
approximants (m=2), along with an asymptotic estimate for the remainder
term R(z).
It is the aim of this paper to extend Borwein’s results to higher-dimen-
sional approximations of the generality of (1.1). This we do by investi-
gating integral representations of the Ap(z), p=0, ..., m, and R(z) in (1.1).
The saddle point method is an efficient tool for such an analysis. It yields
exact asymptotics, refining estimates obtained in [11] and [6]. By a
different method, we obtain also for each degree an upper bound on the
modulus of the zeros of the polynomials Ap , showing that, in this respect,
they behave like zeros of the Pade approximants (see [17]).
The determination of the exact error estimate for rational best
approximation to ez on a finite interval (Meinardus conjecture) was
achieved by Braess [5]. Applying the same method, Trefethen [18] settled
the case of rational best approximation on a disk. In [4] and [8], similar
results for quadratic approximation are given. By means of our asymp-
totics, we derive a generalization of these estimates to higher dimensions.
The case of non-diagonal quadratic HermitePade approximants to ez
was recently studied by Driver [8] and the convergence of HermitePade
approximants of type II to exponential functions was investigated in [1].
2. ASYMPTOTICS OF HERMITEPADE APPROXIMANTS
TO EXPONENTIALS
The polynomials A0 , ..., Am in (1.1) are obtained by solving a linear
system of mn+n&1 homogeneous equations with mn+n unknown coef-
ficients. Thus, non-trivial solutions always exist. As is well-known (cf.
[11]), such a non-trivial solution can be given explicitly. Indeed, denoting
by C0 and C two circles, both centered at the origin and with radius
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less than 1 and greater than m, respectively, it can be checked that the
expressions
Ap(z)=
1
2i? |C0
e‘zd‘
>ml=0 (‘+ p&l )
n , 0 pm, (2.1)
R(z)=
1
2i? |C
e‘z d‘
>ml=0 (‘&l)
n , (2.2)
satisfy (1.1) together with the prescribed hypothesis.
Since we shall consider in Section 3 the normalization obtained upon
dividing (1.1) by the leading coefficient of Am , we specify its value. Dif-
ferentiating Eq. (2.1) (n&1) times with p=m, we get as the leading
coefficient of Am
1
2i?(n&1)! |C0
d‘
‘ ‘ml=1 (‘+l )
n,
whose value, by Cauchy’s formula, is (m !)&n(n&1)!.
We study the asymptotics as n   of the polynomials Ap , 0 pm, by
applying the saddle point method to the contour integrals given in (2.1).
We recall the main results needed in the following and state them without
proof in a form convenient for our purpose (cf. [7, 14]).
Theorem (Laplace’s Method). Let h and g be real continuous functions
defined on some interval [a, b]. Let
In=|
b
a
h(x)g(x)n dx.
Assume that g is positive and has an absolute minimum at an interior point
x0 in (a, b). Furthermore, assume that g$ exists in some neighborhood of x0 ,
that g"(x0) exists, and that g"(x0)>0. Then, if h(x0){0,
In=- 2?g(x0)g"(x0)
h(x0)
- ng(x0)n \1+O \
1
n++ as n  .
Theorem (Saddle Point Method). Let h and g be analytic functions in
a simply connected open set 2 and assume that g has no zeros in 2. Let 1
be a smooth oriented path with a finite length and endpoints a and b, lying
in 2. Moreover, let
In=|
1
h(‘)g(‘)n d‘.
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(i) Assume that min‘ # 1 | g(‘)| is attained at the endpoint a only and
g$(a){0. Then, if h(a){0,
In=
h(a)
ng$(a) g(a)n&1 \1+O \
1
n++ as n  .
(ii) Assume that a point ‘0 of 1, different from an endpoint, is a non-
degenerate critical point of g (i.e., g$(‘0)=0, g"(‘0){0) and let | be the
phase corresponding to the direction of the tangent to the oriented path at ‘0 .
Suppose further that min‘ # 1 | g(‘)| is attained at the point ‘0 only. Then, if
h(‘0){0,
In=- 2?g(‘0)g"(‘0)
h(‘0)
- ng(‘0)n \1+O \
1
n++ , (2.3)
as n  , where the phase |0 of g"(‘0)g(‘0) is chosen to satisfy
||0+2||?2. Since g(‘)& g(‘0)t(g"(‘0)2)(‘&‘0)2 as ‘  ‘0 along 1,
and | g(‘)g(‘0)|1, it is always possible to choose |0 uniquely in this way.
Before applying these theorems, we introduce some notation. Following
the usual Pochhammer convention, we set
(z)m=z(z+1) } } } (z+m&1), m>0.
Consider the polynomial (z)m+1 and let [_p=&p&’p , 0<’p<1]m&1p=0 be
the set of its m critical points, that is, the m roots of its derivative. Let, for
0 pm&1,
(_p)m+1=(&1) p&1 #p , #p>0, and
d 2(z)m+1
dz2 }_p=(&1)
p &p , &p>0.
Note that the following identities hold
’p=1&’m& p&1 and #p=#m& p&1 , 0 pm&1,
so that in particular ’k equals 12 when m is an odd integer such that
m=2k+1. One can also easily check that
#m&1> } } } >#k+1>#k<#k&1< } } } <#0 if m=2k+1, (2.4)
#m&1> } } } >#k+1>#k=#k&1< } } } <#0 if m=2k. (2.5)
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Theorem 2.1. Let
+p, n :=
(&1) pn
- 2?n&p #n&12p
, 0 pm2. (2.6)
Then,
(i) The following symmetry between HermitePade approximants
A0 , ..., Am to the exponential function, of degree less than n, holds:
Am& p(z)=(&1)mn+n&1 Ap(&z), 0 pm. (2.7)
(ii) Assume 0 p<m2. Then, as n  ,
Ap(0)t(&1)mn +p, n . (2.8)
Consequently, for n large, one can define A p (resp. A m& p) as the polynomial
obtained upon dividing Ap (resp. Am& p) by its nonzero constant coefficient.
Then, as n  ,
A p(z)  e’pz, (2.9)
locally uniformly in C. In conjunction with (2.7), we get corresponding
asymptotics (2.8) and (2.9) for Ap , m2< pm.
(iii) If m is even, let A (1)m2 (resp. A
(2)
m2) be the subsequence of polyno-
mials Am2 corresponding to even (resp. odd) indices n. Then, A (1)m2 is an odd
polynomial and A(2)m2 is an even polynomial. Moreover, as n  ,
dA(1)m2
dz
(0)t2’m2+m2, n , A (2)m2(0)t2+m2, n . (2.10)
For n large, define A (1)m2 (resp. A
(2)
m2) as the polynomial obtained upon dividing
A(1)m2 (resp. A
(2)
m2) by its nonzero derivative at zero (resp. nonzero constant
coefficient). Then, as n  ,
A (1)m2(z) 
1
2’m2
(e’m2z&e&’m2z), A (2)m2(z) 
1
2
(e’m2z+e&’m2 z), (2.11)
uniformly on compact subsets of C.
Proof. One immediately obtains relation (2.7) by changing ‘ into &‘ in
Eq. (2.1), which proves (i).
Next, to get assertion (ii), we apply the saddle point method to the
integral representation (2.1) of the polynomial Ap . Here we have
g(‘)=(‘+ p&m)m+1. We choose to deform the circle of integration C0 to
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a rectangle R included in the region [&1<Re(z)<1] with vertices
(&a$, &r), (a, &r), (a, r), (&a$, r) where r is a positive real number large
enough, say larger than 2 - m, and a and a$ lie in (0,1). Then, the mini-
mum of |(‘+ p&m)m+1 | on the vertical segment joining (&a$, r) to
(&a$, &r) (resp., (a, &r) to (a, r)) is attained at the point &a$ (resp. a)
only. With the assumption made on r, the value of |(‘+ p&m)m+1 | on the
two remaining horizontal segments is larger than both values at a and &a$.
Indeed, this will be true if, for any 0 pm, ( p+1)2r2+( p&1)2. In
particular, it is satisfied when the inequality holds for p=m (i.e., 4mr2).
We first assume p{0 (and p<m2). Among all critical points of
(‘+ p&m)m+1 , two of them, &’m& p and 1&’m& p&1=’p , lie in the seg-
ment (&1, 1). We choose a=’p and a$=’m& p and decompose the rec-
tangle R as R1 _ R2 where R1 is the part of R lying in the left half-plane
while R2 is the part lying in the right half-plane. As m& p> p, we have
#p=#m& p&1<#m& p . Thus, upon applying successively assertion (ii) of the
saddle point method to the integral (2.1) evaluated on R1 and R2 , we
obtain that the contribution on R1 is of order less than the contribution on
R2 and get
Ap(0)=
(&1)(m& p) n
- 2?n&p #n&12p \1+O \
1
n++ , (2.12)
Ap(z)=
(&1)(m& p) n e’pz
- 2?n&p #n&12p \1+O \
1
n++ . (2.13)
If p=0, the positive real number 1&’m&1=’0 is the only critical point in
(&1, 1). We choose a=’0 and some a$ such that | g(&a$)|>#0 , which is
possible. Applying respectively assertion (i) and (ii) of the saddle point
method to the integral (2.1) on the segment from (&a$, 0) to (&a$, &r)
and to the remaining part of R, we observe that the contribution on the
segment is negligible with respect to the second contribution. Hence,
equalities (2.12) and (2.13) extend to the case p=0. So far, we have proved
(2.8) and the pointwise convergence of A p to the limit given in (2.9).
Let us proceed with assertion (iii) and assume m=2p is even. Relation
(2.7) implies that A (1)m2 is an odd polynomial and A
(2)
m2 is an even polyno-
mial. We now establish (2.10). We have ’m& p=’p . We choose a=a$=’p
and let the reader check that the contributions of the arcs R1 and R2 for
(dA (1)m2dz)(0) (resp. A
(2)
m2(0)) are of the same sign and same order, namely,
(&1)mn2 ’m2
- 2?n&m2 #n&12m2 \1+O \
1
n++ \resp.
(&1)mn2
- 2?n&m2 #n&12m2 \1+O \
1
n+++ .
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We obtain in the same manner that the limits in (2.11) are pointwise
satisfied.
It remains only to show in assertions (ii) and (iii) that the limits (2.9)
and (2.11) are uniform with respect to z. To derive this, we prove that the
normalized polynomials A p , A (1)m2 , and A
(2)
m2 are uniformly bounded. For z
in a disk of radius \ and ‘ on the rectangle R, the modulus of e‘z is
bounded, by } :=e(1+2 - m) \, say. Together with (2.8), we get for n large,
|A p(z)|2
|Ap(z)|
|+p, n |

}
?|+p, n | |
b
a
|‘$(t)| dt
|>ml=0 (‘(t)+ p&l )|
n , (2.14)
assuming that the contour of integration is parameterized by a real number
t # [a, b]. Using Laplace’s method to estimate the integral and supposing
that ‘ describes the same contours as previously, we obtain that
|
b
a
|‘$(t)| dt
|>ml=0 (‘(t)+ p&l )|
n= &2?#pn&p‘$(t0)2
|‘$(t0)|
#np \1+O\
1
n++
=2? |+p, n | \1+O \1n++ , (2.15)
where t0 is such that ‘(t0)=’p . Thus by (2.14) and (2.15), the sequence of
polynomials A p is locally uniformly bounded with n. This, together with
Vitali’s theorem, shows that the limit A p(z)  e’pz is uniform on compact
subsets of C. The same argument can be applied to the two other sequences
A (1)m2 and A
(2)
m2 , when m is even. K
We proceed now with an analysis of the zeros of the polynomials Ap ,
0 pm. In view of (2.9) and (2.11) in Theorem 2.1, we know that, unless
m is even and p=m2, all the zeros of Ap tend to infinity. The next result
gives for each degree an upper bound on their modulus.
Theorem 2.2. For any m1 and n2, all the zeros of the Hermite
Pade approximant Ap(z) satisfying (1.1) lie in
|z|2(n&13) _ :
p
k=1
1
k
+ :
m& p
k=1
1
k& , 0 pm, (2.16)
where it is understood, in case p=0 or p=m, that the sum in (2.16) ranging
from k=1 to 0 vanishes.
Remark. This theorem extends to HermitePade approximants the
known property that the zeros of the classical Pade approximants to ez
tend to infinity like O(n). If m is even and p=m2, the zeros of the limit
functions in (2.11) are [\ki?’m2 , k=0, 1, ...] and [\(k+12) i?’m2 ,
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k=0, 1, ...] respectively. Thus, zeros of Am2 converge to points in these
sets or go to infinity.
Proof. We first derive a new expression for the polynomials Ap ,
0 pm. We shall need the differential operators Tk :=kI+D,
&mkm, where I denotes the identity and D the differentiation ddz.
Note that any two such operators commute. Differentiating Eq. (1.1)
n times, we deduce that
emzT nm(Am(z))+ } } } +e
zT n1(A1(z))=O(z
mn&1).
Assume we want to compute Ap for some given value of p. Upon alter-
natively dividing by the nonvanishing function ez and differentiating n
times, we obtain the equality
e(m& p) zT nm& p+1 } } } T
n
m(Am(z))+ } } } +T
n
1 } } } T
n
p(Ap(z))=O(z
n(m& p+1)&1).
Dividing again this last equality by e(m& p)z and alternating n differentia-
tions with division by ez, we finally end up with
T n&1 } } } T
n
&(m& p)T
n
1 } } } T
n
p(Ap(z))=O(z
n&1).
As deg Apn&1, we deduce that
T n&1 } } } T
n
&(m& p)T
n
1 } } } T
n
p(Ap)=cpz
n&1,
where cp is some nonzero constant. By inverting the operators Tp , we
obtain the following expression for Ap ,
Ap(z)=cp T&np } } } T
&n
1 T
&n
&(m& p) } } } T
&n
&1(z
n&1). (2.17)
Let Sn&1 be any polynomial of degree n&1. The next step is the computa-
tion of T&nk (Sn&1), &mkm, k{0. Writing the Taylor expansion
\1+xk+
&n
= :

j=0
(&1) j \n&1+ jn&1 +\
x
k+
j
,
we get
T&nk (Sn&1)=k
&n :
n&1
j=0
(&1) j \n&1+ jn&1 +
S ( j)n&1
k j
, (2.18)
where we use the fact that Sn&1 is a polynomial of degree n&1. Here, we
introduce the Pade approximant pn&1 qn&1 , qn&1 monic, of type (n&1,
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n&1) (i.e., deg pn&1=deg qn&1=n&1) to ez which, by definition, is the
unique rational function satisfying
qn&1(z) ez& pn&1(z)=O(z2n&1), as z  0.
Thus, qn&1(z)=T&n1 (z
n&1). Plugging k=1, Sn&1=zn&1 in (2.18) yields
qn&1(z)= :
n&1
j=0
(&1) j \n&1+ jn&1 +
(n&1)!
(n&1& j)!
zn&1& j. (2.19)
We now use the same method as in [3], appealing to the following
theorem of Walsh (cf. [13, Theorem 18.1, p. 81])
(Theorem (Walsh). Let
f (z)= :
n
j=0
ajz j, g(z)= :
n
j=0
bj z j=bn ‘
n
j=1
(z&;j),
and
h(z)= :
n
j=0
(n& j)! bn& j f ( j)(z).
If all the zeros of f (z) lie in a circular region A, then all the zeros of h(z)
lie in the point set C consisting of n circular regions obtained by translating
A in the amount and direction of the vectors ;j .),
along with a result of Saff and Varga (cf. the upper bound in [17,
Theorem 2.2, p. 198])
(Theorem (SaffVarga). For any m1 and n0, all the zeros of the
Pade approximant pm, n(z)qm, n(z) to ez with deg pm, n=m, deg qm, n=n, lie
in [ |z|m+n+43].)
Because of the identity qm, n(z)= pn, m(&z), the previous inequality also
holds for the zeros of qm, n(z) with m0 and n1.
Assume that all roots of Sn&1 have modulus smaller than some real
positive number \ and apply Walsh’s theorem with f =Sn&1 and
h=T&nk (Sn&1). By (2.18), we must take in the theorem
g(z)= :
n&1
j=0
bn&1& j zn&1& j=k&n :
n&1
j=0
(&1) j
(n&1& j)! \
n&1+ j
n&1 +
zn&1& j
k j
=
k&2n+1
(n&1)!
qn&1(kz)
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(see (2.19) for the last equality). From the Saff and Varga estimate, we
know that the zeros of qn&1(kz) have modulus smaller than 2(n&13)|k|.
Thus, zeros of T&nk (Sn&1) have modulus smaller than \+2(n&13)|k| by
Walsh’s theorem. In view of (2.17), we use this last assertion successively
with Sn&1=zn&1, k=&1, then Sn&1=T&n&1(z
n&1), k=&2, and so on, up
to Sn&1=T&np&1 } } } T
&n
1 T
&n
&(m& p) } } } T
&n
&1(z
n&1), k= p. The asserted upper
bound (2.16) on the zeros of Ap follows. K
3. ASYMPTOTICS OF THE REMAINDER TERM R(z)
Theorem 3.1. As n  ,
R(z)t
zmn+n&1emz2
(mn+n&1)!
, (3.1)
uniformly on compact subsets of C.
For a positive real number z, we note that (3.1) is consistent with the
inequalities (3.8) of [6].
Proof. We use the integral representation (2.2) of R(z). Since all critical
points of the product in the denominator lie in the segment (0, m) and the
contour of integration has to enclose all of the points 0, ..., m, it seems dif-
ficult to apply the saddle point method directly to the integral (2.2). So, we
set z=nw, w # C, and begin with the study of the critical points of
g(‘)=e&w‘ (‘&m)m+1 or equivalently g~ (‘)=e&w‘ (‘)m+1 after the substitu-
tion ‘  ‘+m. Differentiating g~ , we obtain as critical point equation
w(‘)m+1=(‘)$m+1. (3.2)
As the contour C has to encompass all points 0, ..., m or &m, ..., 0 after
the change of variable ‘  ‘+m, we look for a critical point of large
modulus, say |‘|}m, for some real number }>1. In this case, one can
check easily from (3.2) that the solution satisfies 1‘=O(w). Thus, by
expanding (3.2) and dividing by ‘m, we compute an expansion of the criti-
cal point ‘ 0 of g~ in powers of w, which is of particular interest in regard to
the normalization z = nw. One obtains ‘ 0 = (m + 1)w & m2 + O(w).
Observe that ‘ 0 tends to infinity as w becomes small. Thus, as was
assumed, |‘ 0 |m is larger than 1 and also ‘ 0 is nondegenerate for w small.
Indeed, as w  0, the m other roots of (3.2) tend to those of (‘)$m+1 , which
lie in (&m, 0). The corresponding critical point ‘0 of g satisfies
‘0=‘ 0+m=
m+1
w
+
m
2
+O(w). (3.3)
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Then, we have to specify a contour C through ‘0 , encompassing all
points 0, ..., m and such that the modulus of g on C attains its minimum
at ‘0 only. To achieve this, we consider the level curves of (‘&m)m+1 and
e&w‘ at ‘0 . The first one is a lemniscate L which encloses all roots of
(‘&m)m+1 , if w is small. The second one is a line D of direction iw
tangent to L at ‘0 , since ‘0 is critical. In the half-plane H delimited by D
and containing L, the modulus of e&w‘ is larger than that of e&w‘0, while
the modulus of (‘&m)m+1 at the exterior of L is larger than that of
(‘0&m)m+1. We construct C as follows. We take a segment on D, con-
taining ‘0 , and join its endpoints by a path in H surrounding L. It is
easily seen that such a C fulfills the desired requirements. Assertion (ii) of
the saddle point method can thus be applied and we start with an estima-
tion of g(‘0)=e&w‘0(‘0&m)m+1=e&w‘0(‘ 0)m+1. From the recurrence
formula for the Gamma function 1, 1 (z+1)=z1 (z), we know that
g(‘0)=e&w‘01 (‘ 0+m+1)1 (‘ 0).
In order to avoid the poles of 1, we first assume that w does not lie on
(&, 0] so that neither ‘ 0 nor ‘0 are nonpositive real numbers. Using the
well-known Stirling formula for 1 (see [14, p. 294]) and substituting ‘0
and ‘ 0 by their expansion (3.3), one checks that
g(‘0)=e&wm2 \\m+1we2 +\1+w+
mw2
2(m+1)+
(1w+12)
_\1& mw2(m+1)++
m+1
(1+O(w2)). (3.4)
Next, we compute g"(‘0)g(‘0). Introducing the logarithmic derivative of 1 or
digamma function  (cf. [14] for a definition and some properties), we get
g"(‘0)g(‘0)=$(‘0+1)&$(‘0&m).
For z not in (&, 0], the approximation $(z)=1z+12z2+O(1z3)
holds. Thus, with (3.3), one obtains
g"(‘0)g(‘0)=&
w2
m+1
(1+O(w)). (3.5)
Replacing w by zn in (3.4) and (3.5) and evaluating the expression (2.3)
with the correct choice for the phase of g"(‘0)g(‘0) leads to the following
estimate for z # C"(&, 0],
R(z)t(m+1)n2? \
e
(m+1) n+
(m+1) n
zmn+n&1emz2(1+’(z)),
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where the function 1+’(z) comes from the factor (1+O(1n)) in (2.3). By
an inspection of Laplace’s method for contour integrals (cf. [14, Chapter 4,
Theorem 6.1]), one shows in our case that the factor (1+O(1n)) is still
of order 1, when w remains in a neighborhood of the origin, in particular
when substituting zn for w and n  . In terms of factorials, we get
R(z)t
zmn+n&1emz2
(mn+n&1)!
,
as n  . To obtain the previous asymptotics for any complex number z,
it suffices to observe from (2.2) that the following relation holds
R(&z)=(&1)mn+n&1 e&mzR(z), z # C. (3.6)
The uniformity of the asymptotic follows from Vitali’s theorem and the fact
that the quotient (mn+n&1)! e&mz2R(z)zmn+n&1 is uniformly bounded
on compact subsets of C. Indeed, we infer from (2.2) that
|R(z)|
1
2? |
b
a
eRe(‘(t) z) |‘$(t)| dt
|>ml=0 (‘(t)&l )
n|
,
where the contour of integration is parameterized by a real number
t # [a, b]. Using Laplace’s method to estimate the integral and keeping the
contour unchanged, we get in the same manner as above that
|R(z)|
|z|mn+n&1 em Re(z)2
(mn+n&1)! \1+O \
1
n++ , z # C"(&, 0],
where the factor (1+O(1n)) depends on z or w=zn. As z stays in some
compact subset of C, w tends to zero, and so remains in a neighborhood
of the origin. Then by inspecting Laplace’s method as previously, one can
make the factor (1+O(1n)) independent of w or z and still of order 1 as
n  . Finally, by (3.6), this inequality is in fact satisfied for any z # C,
thereby proving our contention. K
Let us now illustrate Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 by considering two examples,
namely the classical Pade approximant (m=1) and the quadratic one
(m=2).
In case m=1, we consider critical points of z(z+1). Using the notations
introduced before Theorem 2.1, we have [_0=&12, #0=14, &0=2,
’0=12]. Thus, from Theorem 2.1, we get for the two polynomials A0 and
A1 of degree n&1,
A0(z)t(&1)n 4(n&1)ez2- ?n and A1(z)t(&1)n&1 4(n&1)e&z2- ?n,
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as n  . If we consider normalized Pade approximants obtained upon
division by the constant coefficient A1(0), we recover the classical Pade
theorem (see [15]). Further, Theorem 3.1 gives the error estimate in
diagonal Pade approximation (i.e., deg A0=deg A1=n&1), namely
ez+A0(z)A1(z)t(&1)n&1
- ?n
4n&1
z2n&1ez
(2n&1)!
,
which, by Stirling’s formula, can be rewritten as
ez+A0(z)A1(z)t(&1)n&1
(n&1)! (n&1)!
(2n&2)! (2n&1)!
z2n&1ez
(compare [5, Eq. (8)]).
In case m=2, we compute critical points of z(z+1)(z+2), obtaining
[_0=&1+1- 3, #0=2(3 - 3), &0=2 - 3, ’0=1&1- 3] and [_1=
&1&1- 3, #1=2(3 - 3), &1=2 - 3, ’1=1- 3]. Moreover,
+0, n=
1
3 - 2n? \
3 - 3
2 +
n
, +1, n=(&1)n +0, n .
Thus,
A2(z)t(&1)n&1 +0, ne&(1&1- 3) z,
A1(z)t(&1)n +0, n(ez- 3+(&1)n&1 e&z- 3),
A0(z)t+0, ne(1&1- 3) z.
Keeping in mind the normalization chosen in [4] and changing z into &z,
one checks that the three asymptotics above agree with those of Proposi-
tion 3 of [4]. On the other hand, we have from Theorem 3.1 that the
remainder R(z) verifies
R(z)t
z3n&1ez
(3n&1)!
.
Considering HermitePade approximants normalized by the leading coef-
ficient of A2 , whose value by the computation preceding the statement of
Laplace’s method in Section 2 is 2&n(n&1)!, we get for the normalized
remainder the asymptotic
2n(n&1)! z3n&1ez
(3n&1)!
,
in agreement with Proposition 2 of [4].
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In case m>2, we observe, in view of (2.4) and (2.5) along with (2.6),
that the dominant terms in the sum mp=0 Ap(z) e
pz are the middle terms,
namely,
Ak+1(z) e(k+1) z+Ak(z) ekz
=[Ak+1(z) ez2+Ak(z) e&z2] emz2, if m=2k+1,
and
Ak+1(z) e(k+1) z+Ak(z) ekz+Ak&1(z) e(k&1) z
=[Ak+1(z) ez+Ak(z)+Ak&1(z) e&z] emz2, if m=2k.
Replacing the polynomials Ak&1 , Ak , Ak+1 by their asymptotics in
Theorem 2.1, one obtains that the bracketed expressions vanish, which is
consistent with Theorem 3.1.
Next, we consider the following minimization problem,
Problem. Given a value of n, minimize uniformly on the disk
[z # C, |z|\],
rn(z)= :
m
p=0
ap, n(z) e pz,
where the coefficients ap, n are polynomials of degree less than or equal to
n, and am, n has leading coefficient 1.
An asymptotic estimate for the norm of solutions to this problem was
established by Borwein [4] in the case \=1 and m=2. We show that
Theorem 3.1 allows one to extend this estimate to any value of m as far as
the value of \ does not exceed ?m.
Following the ideas of Braess [5], we consider shifted HermitePade
approximants in degree n. Let
a*p, n(z)=n ! (m !)n+1 Ap \z& m\
2
2(mn+m+n)+ , 0 pm,
rn*(z)=n ! (m !)n+1 R \z& m\
2
2(mn+m+n)+ ,
where the factor n ! (m !)n+1 in the above formulas comes from the
normalization by the leading coefficient of Am , so that a*m, n has leading
coefficient 1.
Denoting by & }&\ , the supremum norm on [z # C, |z|\], we have
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Theorem 3.2. (i)
" :
m
p=0
a*p, n(z) e pz"\t
n !(m!)n+1
(mn+m+n)!
\mn+m+n.
(ii) Assume \<?m and let
wn*= min
am, n=zn+ } } }
deg ap, nn, 0 pm " :
m
p=0
ap, n(z) epz"\.
Then
wn* t
n ! (m !)n+1
(mn+m+n)!
\mn+m+n.
Proof. From Theorem 3.1, we have for |z|=\,
|rn*(z)|t
n ! (m !)n+1
(mn+m+n)!
\mn+m+n,
since
\z& m\
2
2(mn+m+n)+
mn+m+n
tzmn+m+ne&m\22z.
This shows (i).
The proof of (ii) goes as in [4]. Assume that there exist polynomials
a~ p, n , 0 pm, with deg a~ p, nn and a~ m, n having leading coefficient 1 such
that for |z|=\,
} :
m
p=0
a~ p, n(z) e pz }< } :
m
p=0
a*p, n(z) e pz }.
Then, by Rouche ’s theorem, the difference
:
m
p=0
(a~ p, n&a*p, n) e pz (3.7)
has at least mn+m+n zeros in [ |z|\] for n large. But this contradicts
the fact that a nonzero expression mp=0 ap, n(z) e
pz with mp=0 deg ap, n=h
can have at most h+m+m\? zeros in the disk [ |z|\] (cf. [16,
Problem 206.2]). Indeed, the sum of the degrees of the polynomials
a~ p, n&a*p, n is at most mn+n&1. Thus, expression (3.7) can have at most
mn+m+n&1 zeros in [ |z|\] since we are assuming m\?<1. K
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